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1. PRELIMINARY REMARKS*.

1.1. Our aim.

1.2. Four stages of textual transmission.

1.3. Sections of NM.

1.1 Our aim.

The objective of this essay is to present a more or less exhaustive account of

the nature of the metre and the euphony witnessed by the Nilamatapurana

(=NM), a verse narrative relating the origin of the country and Hindu rituals of
Ka^mlr. Naturally, this investigation cannot be carried out independently of

other philological investigations, such as those concerned with palaeography,
phonology, morphology, of the NM and studies on the textual transmission of it

as well as of works allied with it. First we will briefly glance at these subjects

insofar as they seem useful for our investigations, then proceed to examine the

sandhi and metre of the NM.

*  * *

One important point must be clarified first off: which text are we to

analyse? There exist two critical editions of the NM, that edited by K. de Vreese

and that by Ved Kumari. Which edition are we to choose?

To answer this, we can postulate the question in other words: What is the

final aim of our analysis? It seems to me that there were and are, roughly

speaking, two extreme attitudes an editor can take in editing a Skt text. One is
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to choose the most grammatically regular forms of words from many manuscripts
and versions and to establish the most grammatically refined text. The other

approach is to select the most irregular forms in order to obtain the 'real' text

transmitted among people who were not so literate as grammarians. If,

however, we apply automatically either one of these principles in editing a text,

we are sure to get only a radically refined or barbarous text, one that has never

existed before.

Now we are of course aware of the fact that nobody could have been such a

grammarian or so illiterate as supposed by these two principles. Rather, in each

epoch or region in every religious group there existed a common linguistic norm

shared by those who constituted the group. Our object is, consequently, to

discover these norms, which might have been changing according to the epoch,

the region or even the social category or literary genre. We should not refuse a

word form or metrical form simply because it is more or less grammatical or

irregular, but trace every phase of the transmission of our text from the

chronological and geographical point of view, taking into account, at the same

time, its literary genre. Only after such an analysis will we be able to relate with

more or less certainty the real linguistic knowledge of the people who made the

text through their own, their manner of transmission of the text in short, the

real linguistic state of the text.^.

1.2. Four stages of the textual transmission.

As other contributors of this volume have pointed out from various angles

the formation and the transmission of the NM and allied works, at least

theoretically the following four stages can be distinguished:

(1) The creation of myths and rituals in the forms which will be

incorporated in the NM. One such source was the original text (or source)

of the first Khanda of the Visnudharmottara-purana.

(2) The redaction of the original NM from various sources, with such

additions as the description of the local tirtha seen in the Vitastdmahatmya,

probably to meet the religeous as well as the social needs of the age. The

version of the NM on which the Krtyakalpataru and the Krtyaratndkara were

based seems to have been situated nearer to this stage than to the next stage

described below.

(3) The version of the NM as reconstructed from all the extant manuscripts.

Unfortunately, it does not seem possibly to go back much beyond the date

assigned to the oldest manuscripts, that is, the beginning of the 17th century,
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because all the manuscripts extant seem to derive from one and the same

copy.^
(4) The mss belonging to the longer recension (RL). This version was
established by Pandit Sahib Ram in the middle of the last century.

The following investigations will be made taking into consideration, as far as

possible, these four stages of textual transmission, our final object being to get a
clearer idea of the original redaction of the NM (stage 2) through metrical and

euphonic analysis.

1.3. Section of the NM.

Another point to be considered is the fact that the NM can be divided into

five parts according to the topics which are treated; we may call them:

(1) Section of Myth (abbreviation Myth) verses 1—357.

(2) Section of Ritual (do. Ritual) verses 358—877.

(3) Section of Naga names (do. Naga) verses 878—956.

(4) Section of Urtha (do. Urtha) verses 957—1277.

(5) Section of Tlrtha in Ka^mlr summarized (do. Summary)

verses 1278—1396.

As will be seen in the following analysis of metre, these Sections each have to

some extent their own metrical characteristics. Their differences are also

observed in other linguistic features as well. These facts suggest that the NM

was not uniform in its composition, but probably composite. Even if it was not

redacted by different hands, its sources may have been multiple at least for some

of these parts. As we will see, there are clear patterns to be discovered here.''

2. SUSPENSION OF SANDHI AND IRREGULAR SANDHI.

2.1. Sandhi suspended (asandhi).

2.2. Other irregular sandhi.

2.3. Conditions of irregular sandhi.

2.4. hi and tu as hiatus hridgers.

2.5. Particularities of the Sections in the NM.

2.5.1. Pur^ic tradition and 'classicization'.

2.5.2. The Buddhist tradition.

2.1. Sandhi suspended (asandhi).

As the results of our investigation summarized in the list below show, the
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suspension of sandhi (asandhi) between two vowels in one and the same pada is

not a rare phenomenon in the NM (15 cases). E.g.:

583a Kadruh Krodhfl /ra Prava (pathya).

On the other hand, the suspension of sandhi takes place more frequently (30

cases) between two vowels, one at the end of an odd pada and the other at the

beginning of the following even pada. The notion of pause (avasana) is normally

appUed, it is true, to the end of every hemistich (two padas) of a Sloka,^ but it is

also applied, though sporadically, to the end of the first pada of a hemistich,

especially in the case of vowel sandhi.^ So it is in itself by no means astonishing
to find the same kind of treatment in the NM. For example:

608ab Dharo Dhruva^ ca Bhoja^ ca caivAnilAnalau.

In the following list, a hiatus between padas is indicated with an inserted

slash (/).

List of suspended sandhi.

-a a-

1261b ca Ataslsarah.

139cd caiva / Antargiri".
923cd ca / Amaral

929cd ca / Atah.

-a a-

608ab ca / ApaS ca.

724cd ca / Ajyapa^ ca.

760cd ca / ardrakena (0225, 0226, H, RL, KKR, KR); dadhyannena (A);

adhatena (B, D, E, F).

-a a-

238b Ganga / Aditir.

1212ab atma / avyaktam.

-a i-

589d caiva Ilavrtah.

620ab ca / Ihadrk.
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623ab caiva / itihasavida^ (C1600 tv

-a i-

583a Kadruh Krodha Ira Prava.

670a yada jata Ira devl.

-a u-

815cd ca / uttarena (saumyena ca RL).

1002ab ca / Utankesam (Sutahkesam ACEFH).

-a u-

820cd casya / uru.

-a r-*

30d

142d

619a

1263c

1264d

1343c

1380a

ca rtu-trayam (tad rtutrayam RL).

sva-rddhyaiva (°^aktya RL etc.).

rtas ca rtavan.

tirtham Saptarsim nama.

sreyan Saptarseh caruh.

tirtham Saptarsinam ca (Sapta-rsinam tu tirthe vai A),

ca rsibhir.

132ab uttirya / rsir (munir RL).

185cd tatra / rsayas (munaya^ RL).

203ab uvac&tha / rsih.

614cd ca / rtuh.

*Cf. -a r- > -a r-

1159c Saptarsinam.

1329b Saptarsayo.

r-

1097b

233ab

539ab

Brahmana rsibhih.

jata / rser (=L3018; jata / dese 'smin papanasini MSS, RL).
kasmira / rtu-snata.

1121cd tatha / rsayas.
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-a e-

693ab dvijaSrestha ekadasyam.

1082cd mahabhaga / etan (tatra C1556, K).

1332cd visesena / evam.

-i a-

127cd tirthani / asamudra" (cSsamudra" RL, C1600).

673cd "baddhani / Irapuspani.

-I i-

670ab devi / Ira°.

-i u-

12a devi Uma (devi taya 0225, 0226, G; deva Uma A).

110a devi Uma.

1235a devi Uma.

-u a-

1226ab tu / anita (sanita B, RL).

-u u-

1351cd tu / Utankasvaminam.

-e u-

llOlcd bhadram te / uttistha.

-e e-

660ab madhyahne / ekaikasya.

-as a-

724ab Barhisadah / Agnisvattas.

*  * *

As we see from the above list, the hiatus occurs very frequently with the

initial vowel of a proper name (22 cases). The phenomenon has been known

since the earlier epic or even more anciently.'
In fact, for example, in the following verse, a parallel passage from the MBh

seems to attest the original form, which the mss of NM have all transmitted but
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with a later scribal error (Bhoja- for Soma-):

MBh 12.549.lab Dharo Dhruva^ ca Somas ca Apa^ caivAnilo 'nalah.

VDh 1.119.3-4 Dharo Dhruvas ca Soma^ ca Apa^ caivAnilAnalau.

NM 608ab Dharo Dhruvas ca Bhojas ca Apas caivAnilAnalau.

To the same kind of asandhi belongs the cliche devi Umd which is seen used

three times.

As to dtmd, though involved only one in hiatus in the NM (1212a), it is

subject to asandhi in three cases in the Mundaka Upanisad.^ The case in the NM
may possibly be a heritage of the same kind of treatment.

There also exist other elements which are known to be frequently exempted

from sandhi or used parenthetically: a vocative noun (693a dvija^restha, 1082c

mahabhaga) or an address of salutation (1101c bhadram te).^

Also remarkable is the fact that hiatuses with the second vowel r are not rare.

These are, in fact, by far the most numerous, if we classifly the hiatuses occurring

in the NM by the second vowel^®: eight out of fifteen of the hiatuses within the
pada and seven out of thirty-one of those between padas are of this type. This

might be rather natural, since the treatment was so anciently known that Panini

himself reported it as recognized by Sakalya: P.vi.1.128. rtyakah. It is

nonetheless striking, if not astonishing, that this ancient tendency still existed in

such a later and popular manuscript tradition as that of the NM. This might

mean that the redactors of the NM were well versed in such minor opinions

reported in the Astddhydyi as optional because Panini was a good authority for

them. It is also possible, however, that the traditional treatment was actually

living at least till the epoch of the redaction of the NM.

*  * *

On the other hand, in the NM, the hiatus occurs frequently also after the

particle ca (13 cases) or particles caiva (three cases). Although this has not yet

drawn the full attention of scholars who have made euphonic analyses, it is not at

all a rare phenomenon. If we glance at the examples of asandhi from the

Bhagavadgitd or other parts of the MBh given in Hopkins 1906 pp. 197-199 or at

those from the Rdmdyana listed in Vrat 1964 pp. 181-192, ca proves to be the

most common word found as the first of the two words between which an asandhi

takes place. According to Vrat, for example, ca is found in 23 cases and caiva in

five cases out of 205 cases of asandhi between padas."
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2.2. Other irregular sandhi.

Besides the suspension of sandhi examined so far, other instances of irregular

sandhi are found in the mss of the NM:

List of other irregular sandhi:

-e i—►-e-:^^ 962b teha (RL, C1600 te 'tra).
-as a—►-a a-: 621ab Bhima / Abhiyuktah (RL bhimas cabhi°, C1600

bhimas tv abhi°, VDh: bhimo hy abhi°).
-as u—>-0-:^^ 132a tato'ttirya (E tatrottiirya, D tatra cottirya, H

tathottirya, RL tatas tirtva)
141d sarottamam (RL saro varam)
338c sopasarpya
1177a karmanogran nivartasva (karmano 'sman RL, kar-

manogrena nivartya A).
-as a—►-a-:^'^ 310d snatapsu (RL ye 'psu snanti).
-t s—►-c ch-: 953d madhyac chadahgulah.^^

All these cases but one (953) concern vowel sandhi. Among these, all but
one (621) are instances of so-called ''double sandhi" which, as pointed out by L.
Renou, took place sporadically in all periods.'^ In the Purana also double sandhi
seems fairly common.

It is probably not accidental that all the three kinds of double sandhi found
here are the only types of double sandhi of which, in Ram, examples are "fairly
numerous" (-e i—^-e-), "very frequent" (-as u—►-o-), or "numerous" (-as a-
-►-a-); see above n. 18.

As regards the nominative singular of tad (=sas), Panini admitted this sandhi
for metri causa: so 'ci lope cet padapiiranam (P. vi.1.134). The gloss of ms K on
sopasarpya (338c) refers in fact to this sutra of Panini. It is interesting also to
note that, among the irregular vocalic sandhi listed here, this is the only one that
the RL seems to have accepted without trying to correct it.

The only remaining irregular sandhi (621) is found between two padas and in
the enumeration of proper names.

2.3. Conditions of irregular sandhi in the NM.
To conclude the above observed occurrences of irregular sandhi in the NM,

we may safely say:

(1) Irregular sandhi is admitted, where necesary, for proper names, vocative
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nouns, or in an address of salutation, as it was admitted in the epic or in more
1Q

ancient texts.

(2) Mainly it takes place between the two pddas (i.e., at the end of the odd
and the beginning of the first padas), except with r, to which even Panini

bears witness.

(3) Irregularities in sandhi other than the suspension of sandhi consist

almost only in so-called double sandhi, which is attested since a more ancient

period and is found in other Puranas too. Further, the three most frequent

double sandhi noted here are the only ones that are found frequently in Ram.

(4) The particles ca or caiva or even tu (two cases) or atha (one case) are

often found as the first word of two between which occurs a suspension of

sandhi. It is probable, therefore, that they gave a sufficient impression of

pause so that the asandhi would not sound incongruous to the ear of the

audience. Attested only rarely in the MBh or even in the Ram, this

phenomenon seems to be more (post-)puranic than the other cases

mentioned above.

(5) In short, the asandhi and other irregular sandhi in the NM do not take

place at random, but under hmited and in most cases traditional conditions as

stated above under (1), (2), (3). Some of them are cases already attested or

admitted even by Panini; see above (2), (3). However, they are used with

much more frequency in the NM than in the more ancient texts.

The case with ca (4) is not an innovation of the NM, either. But hmited

even in the later epic such as the Ram, the use can be regarded as more

puranic than the others.^"

2.4. hi and tu as hiatus bridgers.

In this connection, another artifice can be noted: the particle hi (or once tu),

almost deprived of sense, seems to be sporadically inserted at as unnatural a place

as the beginning of the even pada, probably only to avoid the hiatus which would

occur without it, e.g.:

638cd yathoktas tu namasyanti hy upasanti stuvanti ca.

Following are the other examples:

40cd bhupala hy avijanatam.

121ab tirthani hy asamudra-.

182ab bhage hy Anantas.
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257ab kitaghnena hy antardhanam.

358cd viprendra hy athithis tvam.

370cd vicitrani hy uvasa.

391cd ca hy akrosadbhis.

393ab tasya hy aparahne.

526cd Sasahkasya hy Aryamnas ca.

560ab prapya hy antyam.

579cd Svaha hy Anasuya.

700ab pujanlyas tv astamisu.

2.5. Particularities of the Sections in the NM.

The tables below show the distribution of the so far observed occurences of

suspension of sandhi and of hiatus bridgers according to the Sections of the NM.

As to the suspension of sandhi, the ratio of occurrence per verse is not so

different from one Section to another (3.1%—3.5%), except that of the Naga

Section (2.5%) which consists almost exclusively of the list of the Nagas. Yet it

is remarkable that the hiatuses between two padas and those within the pada are

in the ratio 2 :1 in the Myth Section and 3 :1 in the Ritual, while in the TTrtha and

the Summary they are in 1; 1.

As for the hiatus bridgers hi and tu, their use is practically limited to the first

two Sections: there are four cases in the Myth Section and nine in the Ritual, that

is to say, in the two above mentioned Sections where the ratios of the asandhi

between padas are higher.

2.5.1. The Pura^ic tradition and 'classicization'.

The concomitance of these two devices in the two first Sections, of Myth and

of Ritual, may appear, at first glance, contradictory. The relatively high ratio of
asandhi between padas would indicate that a sort of pause was eventually
admitted there, while that of the use of hi between padas might suggest that the

application of sandhi was rigid there and the insertion of hi was felt more
obligatory than in the other Sections.

Nevertheless, this was not the case. Close examination of these cases will

show that suspension of sandhi takes place under limited, i.e. traditionally
admitted, or at least commonly attested, conditions, while the hiatus bridgers

generally are not used under these conditions.
In fact, of 14 examples of hi (or tu) listed above as hiatus bridgers, only three

(182, 526, 579) are found with proper names, and no example is attested with the
initial r of the second word. This marks an obvious difference from the cases of
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Table 1. Synoptical table of asandhi.

Sections: Myth Ritual Naga Tlrtha Summary Total

Number of 357 V. 520 V. 79 V. 321 V. 118 V. 1395 V.

verses:

Asandhi

-a a-

(139cd)* (923cd,

(3)

1261b**

929cd)
1

-a a- (608ab, 724cd, (3)
760cdy

-a a- (238ab) (1212ab) (4)

-a i- 589d

(620ab, 632ab)

1

(2)
-a i- 583a, 670a (2)
-a u- (815cd) (iq02ab) (2)
-a u- (82()cd) (1)
-a r- 3qd, 142d 619 a 1263c, 1264d 1343c, 138qa 7

(132ab, 185cd, (614cd) (4)
203ab)

[t-a r->-a r- tll59c tl329b t2]
-a r- (233ab) (539ab) 1097b

(1121cd)

1

(3)
-a e- (693ab) (1082cd) (1332cd) (2)
-i a-

-i i-

(127cd)

(673cd)
(1)

(1)
-I i- (670ab) (1)
-I u- 12a, 110a 1235a 2

-u a- (1226ab) (1)
-u u- (1351cd) (1)
-e u- (llOlcd) (1)
-e e- (660ab) (1)
-ah a- (724ab) (1)

Total 4 4  0 5 2 15

(7) (14) ( 2) (6) ( 2) (31)

3.1% 3.5% 2.5% 3.4% 3.4% 3.3%

* The verse numbers of cases in which the asandhi occurs between padas are given between
parentheses.
** A dotted line is drawn under the verse numbers in which the asandhi occurs with ca.

t Normal sandhi.

Table 2. /i/, tu as hiatus bridgers.

hi:

tu:

Myth

40cd, 121ab,
182b, 257ab

Ritual

358cd, 370cd,
391cd, 393ab,
526cd, 560ab,
579cd, 638cd

700ab.

Naga Titha Summary

1335ef

the asandhi between padas, where 12 of 21 cases are with proper names, besides

seven cases with r, known even to Panini. The difference is even more salient
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with the particle ca; in the above list, this particle is found only once before hy

(391), but nine times among 21 cases in asandhi between padas (except those with

r)-
In other words, hi (or tu) can be considered as inserted, in most cases, to

avoid a suspension of sandhi which would occur outside the conditions described

above. This artifice thus corroborates the conclusion formed by us concerning

the conditions of irregular sandhi.^^ There is, therefore, no contradiction
between the two phenomena, asandhi between padas and insertion of hi or tu at

the beginning of the even pada, even when attested in one and the same Section.

The above stated distribution of the two phenomena suggests accordingly the

composite character of the NM, whether it may have resulted from the source, or

from the edition: the first two Sections belong to one group and the last two

Sections to the other (the Naga Section may go with the first group, in view of the

cases with ca and no case of asandhi in the pada).

Furthermore, of the first two Sections, the Myth (first Section) seems to be

situated nearer to the remaining three Sections than the Ritual: in the Myth

Section, the ratio of asandhi between two padas is lower and the occurence of the

hiatus bridger is rarer.

Another indication: as the following table shows, asandhi with ca between

padas is also limited to the Ritual and the Naga Sections, except the one case

where many mss present a variant which does not involve a hiatus (1002 ACEFH:

ca Sutahke^am for ca Utanke^am). The Ritual Section especially prefers this

usage (seven cases out of ten in total).

Tables. Asandhi with ca.

Sections: Myth Ritual Naga Tirtha Summary Total

In the pada: 1 0 0 1 1 3
Between padas: (0) (7) (2) (1*) (0) (10)

*In this case (1002ab), the mss A, C, E, F, H read Sutankeia- for Utankeia-.

All things considered, the described phenomena probably indicate that the

composer(s) or editor(s) of the first two Sections was (were) well versed in the

highly puranic styles of composition, such as suspended sandhi between padas,

especially with ca, and use of the hiatus bridger hi etc., while the redactor(s) of

the last two Sections showed hesitation towards these, to his (their) eyes, relaxed

styles of composition. The redactor of the last two Sections is fairly willing to

'classicize' the Skt of the text, so much so that, in place of the traditional form

Saptarsi- with the asandhi of r attested even by Panini, he used, in composing two

verses (1159c, 1329b, of. table above), the 'correct' form Saptarsi-, which the
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redactor of the first Sections never used.^^® It is true that the redactor of the last

Sections also accepted the traditional devices such as suspension of sandhi with a
proper noun or between padas etc., but he only imitated them in such a way that
he dismissed the delicate conditions traditionally ruling those irregularities in

sandhi: in this regard notice the relatively high ratio of asandhi within the pada in

the last two Sections, or the use of Saptarsi- side by side with Saptarsi-.

Of the first two Sections, the Ritual shows greater familiarity with the puranic

tradition of euphony, using traditional devices in a more natural and delicate

manner.

2.5.2. The Buddhist tradition.

It is probably not useless to have a look here at the evidence of Buddhist

materials. In fact, we can now trace, at least in two texts, the Smrtyupasthdna-

sutra {=Dharmasamuccaya) and the Uddnavarga, a metrical development which

took place nearly in the same period as that of the redaction and transmission of

the NM. As our knowledge of the metres of various materials in different

epochs and regions remains meagre, we cannot for the time being elucidate

exactly the relation of this Buddhist evidence to that of the NM. Nonetheless, it

is interesting to notice, as we will see below, a compatibility of the two sets of

evidence.

As to the manuscript tradition of the Uddnavarga, irregular sandhi, including
irregular hiatus in the pada, sporadically occurs in the oldest ms (dating to about
300 AD and discovered at SubaSi in the outskirts of Kuca),^^ while in the later
mss (dated principally to the 7th century and on and discovered at Kuca, Turfan
etc.), it almost disappears, having been "corrected".

On the other hand, the insertion of hi or tu at the beginning of the even pada

as a hiatus bridger was quite rare in the Suba§i ms,^'' while in the later mss it came
into full vogue: Of the 1050 verses of the Uddnavarga edited by F. Bernhard and
based on the later mss, we find this use of hi in 70 verses, and of tu in 20 verses.^'
The ratios are even higher than that of the first two Sections of NM in which 874
verses provide only 13 occurences of hi and one of tu.

This situation of the manuscript transmission of the Uddnavarga in the

oasises at the northern borders of the Taklamakan desert fairly accurately reflects,

we believe, the situation in North-West India (Gandhara or Kasmir), because
Buddhist missionaries moved from the latter to Eastern Turkestan and the

relationship between the two regional Buddhist communities was from that time
on very close. Though we do not know much about the connection made
eventually between Hindus and Buddhists of Kasmir, it is of interest to note that
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the use of hi and tu in this manner was rare before the fourth century, and came
into vogue mainly from the 7th century onward in the Buddhist verse tradition of
the North-West.

Another datable Buddhist verse tradition is that of the anthology named
Dharmasamuccaya, known from mss discovered in Nepal and from Chinese
translations, both dating from the 11th century. The anthology was made by a
Buddhist monk named Avalokitasimha, who extracted verses from the

encyclopaedic Buddhist text, Smrtyupasthana-sutra, itself translated into Chinese

only in the sixth century but composed probably as anciently as the second
century.^^ It is interesting to find that the only suspension of sandhi attested in
the verses of the first sbc chapters of the anthology is 'tu rtau' (V. 79c), once more
with Asandhi between padas is also sporadically attested in this text.

3. ALTERATIONS OF MORPHOLOGICAL VALUE IN THE NOUN

3.1. Sandhi Consonant -m-?

3.2. Fusion of neuter and masculine.

3.3. Fusion of nominative and accusative.

3.4. The Buddhist tradition.

3.1. Sandhi Consonant -m-?

Another device used to avoid a hiatus is the 'inorganic'm not infrequently
found especially in the two first Sections of the NM. Following are some of the
examples:^

341cd nagendra bhogendra ivambarastho dhyanena vidvadbhir ivSmr-
takhyah.

"O king of the nagas! Through meditation, (you are seen) by learned
(gods), as it were, king of snakes remaining in the sky and called immortal."

While the RL reads as above, the mss of RB present a grammatically
incorrect variant: bhogendra-m-iva°. In the following case, the two recensions
preserve the same reading.

1189cd tasmad adure Punyoda-m- Anantasya mahatmanah

1190a bhavanam nagendrasya...

"Not far from there (is found) the river Punyoda, dwelling of the
nobleminded Ananta, king of nagas..."
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3.2. Fusion of neuter and masculine.

Whether these examples are to be regarded as simply evidencing the 'sandhi
consonant m\ used with the sole phonetic aim of avoiding a hiatus, or as a real
but incorrect nominal ending, is a question delicate enough not to allow a hasty
conclusion. In fact, in the NM, especially in the first two Sections, we often find
the incorrect use of the nominal ending with regard to gender. Some examples
(not exhaustive) are as follow.

a) Neuter for masculine,
acarani (373a/RL).^®
utsavam (703d, 841c/RL).

karindrani (384c/RL).

kamam (292c/RL).

jalfisayam (955b/RL).
darani (965c/RL).
dharmam (292b).

mantrani (809c).

yajnani (1081d/RL).
samudram (955d/RL).

b) Masculine for neuter,
priyamguin (423c/RL/KK, KP).
^raddhas (725d).

In the Ught of these and other examples, cases which might be considered as

involving the sandhi consonant m sometimes turn out to involve rather a

confusion of gender, as, for example, in the following case:

955 trtlyasya tu yad dattam tatra jatam jalaSaya/n,

yojanayamavistara/n samudram iva caparam.

"At (the place of Sadahgula), which was given to the third

(Mahapadma), was created a lake one yojana by one, a second ocean

as it were."

In the Purana in general, the confusion of masculine and neuter stems in -i

and -u in declension is not rare.^°

3.3. Fusion of nominative and accusative.

Not all cases, however, can be explained by the misuse of ending due to the
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confusion of gender. For example, in the above quoted case of Punyodd-m-
Anatasya (1189c), ms A reads Punyoddm tv Anantasya. The insertion of tu at
the beginning of the even pada to avoid the hiatus is, it is true, a device used in

the NM (see above 2.4.). But here an anusvara is clearly written, which suggests
a confusion of nominative and accusative ending rather than that of gender.

The same kind of confusion is found elsewhere:

250ab sulamargena yasyami yavat sindhur mahanadah.

"I shall go the way made with spit as far as the great river Sindhu."

Since ydvat is attended normally by the accusative (sometimes by the

ablative), the variant of RL ydvat sindhum mahdnadam is gramatically correct.
But the mss of RB are unanimous in preserving the former reading.

Or, in the following verse, the nominative plural is used for accusative:

1272ab tatra snatva samabhyarcya devatah pitaras tatha.

"After having bathed therein and having worshipped the gods and the

ancestors,..."

Here also RL has a 'correct' reading: devatdi ca pitfms tathd.

*  * *

This being so, everything leads us to believe that the Skt of the original

redaction of the NM deteriorated partially in its nominal system, tending to lose
the distinctions between neuter and masculine as well as between nominative and

accusative,^^ while some of the mss and the longer recension (RL) show generally
a quite later attempt to recover these distinctions and establish a more

grammatically correct version.

It is true that in the following verse in which the daughters of Daksa are

enumerated, we find a typical example of the sandhi consonant -d-:

NM Aditir Ditir Danuh Kala-d-Anayuh Siinhika Munih (582cd)

MBh Aditir Ditir Danuh Kala Anayuh Simhika Munih (1.59.12ab).^^

We cannot therefore a priori deny the similar use of -m- in the NM. It

seems to me, nevertheless, in most cases unnecessary to recognize a sandhi

consonant m, in light of the relaxed situation of nominal case and gender

assignment. This does not mean of course that the neuter or accusative form was

never used to avoid hiatus. But the form itself should not be considered
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irregular, since the morphological system already was a little different from
classical Skt: confusion, or rather partial fusion of neuter and masculine as well as

of nominative and accusative.

3.4. The Buddhist tradition.

With regard to the sandhi consonant -m-, a look into the evidence of the two
Buddhist texts is of interest. In the Uddnavarga tradition, this device was used

only once in the oldest ms,^'^ but frequently in the later mss.^^ The difference
from the above mentioned cases of the NM is that in the later mss of the

Udanavarga cases in which the pure phonetic value of -m- is clear are much more
frequent than in the NM, as for example: abhinandanti-m-agatam (V. 20d).

In the Smrtyupasthdna-Dharmasamuccaya tradition also the use is well

attested,^^ but, contrary to cases in the later mss of the Uddnavarga, in a manner

fairly similar to that of the NM. A clear case found in the original sutra was
once effaced in the later anthology: pramddasya-m-ime 'hkurdh>pramddasya

visdhkurdh (VI. 192d).

After all, in the Buddhist tradition also the accusative-neuter-like use of -m-

is frequent in later (from the seventh, eighth century onwards) mss.

4. METRICAL LICENCE

4.1. Sloka.

4.1.1. Pingala's prohibition 1: y u u y .

4.1.2. Pingaia's prohibition 2: y-w-.

4.1.3. Pada with initial resolution.

4.1.4. Consonant dusters not making position.

4.1.5. Hemistich with a word on the junction of two padas.

4.1.6. Other irregularities in odd padas.

4.1.7. Other irregularities in even padas.

4.2. Tri^pihh.

4.3. Aupacchandasaka.

4.4. Vasantatiiaka.

Through the investigation of euphony and orthography in the preceding

sections we are now aware of the fact that in the NM hiatus or other non-classical

sandhi, or confusion of nominal gender or case ending is eventually admitted and

is in general faithfully written as such in the mss. Found under limited

conditions, the use of these irregularities appears rather 'natural' (i.e. traditional),
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and later corrections seem to be limited. This allows us to expect that a metrical
analysis on the basis purely of the orthography of the (older) mss will provide us
with probative evidence.

In the NM, four metres are used: Sloka (1356 verses), Tristubh (38 verses,
with one jagati pada), Aupacchandasaka (one verse) and Vasantatilaka (one
verse). Metrical licence in the NM is comparatively rare. Except transgressions
of Pihgala's first prescription of the Sloka (prohibition of ywuu in the first half of
a pada), which are found almost exclusively in the last two Sections of the NM,
licence occurs everywhere in the NM. The instances are either inherited from

older sources, as in the case of the initial resolution in 582c, or the invention of
the NM, as in the case of the transgression of Pingala's second prohibition in
899b, or of the irregular Vipula 3 in 609c. Varieties in the break of the Tristubh

as well as the initial resolutions of the Sloka are scarce. In total, the metre in the

NM is fairly fixed, having almost lost the ample ancient varieties occasioned by
the purely oral transmission in gatherings such as those of the old Buddhist or

Jaina communities (which gave rise to collections of verses such as the

Dhammapada, Uttarajjhdyd, etc.).

On the other hand, nevertheless, the older mss of the NM still preserve the

particular habit of versification established generally in the puranic literature,

which comes to be effaced in modern mss, especially in the longer recension (RL)

of the NM.

4.1. Sloka.

4.1.1. Pingala's prohibition 1: .

Pingala prescribes in his Chandahsutra two prohibited metres for the first half

of the pada. The first prescription runs as follows: na prathamdt snau "After the

first syllable (in a pada) must follow neither an anapaest (sa) nor a tribrach (na)"

(5.10.). That is, a sequence of two short syllables must not occur in the 2nd and

3rd syllables of a pada, i.e., is prohibited.^'
Following are the padas of which the metre is incompatible with this

prescription:

93c Iksumatim sarattham.

1047c Haramukutam iti khyatam.

1118c Haramukutam iti khyatam.

1170c Madhumati nadi (RL, L3018, C1600, A nadi madhumatl

W — W U ^ ).

1289c Brahmanakundikayam.
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1367c sa praSa^asa vasudham.

As the list above shows, there are few examples of metrical licence in the

NM. It is all the same noteworthy that all but one are in the final two Sections

on the one hand, and that all but one occur with proper names on the other.

The latter fact suggests that even the redactor of the last two Sections knew the

prohibition. See, furthermore, pada 1241a where even a Urtha's name is

divided into two elements to avoid the sequence of two shorts: Uttare mdnase

snatvd (but elsewhere, 1244d bhavati Uttaramdnase). We should therefore say:

the redactor of the NM knew the prohibition, but eventually he took liberties with

proper names especially in the last two Sections.

4.1.2. Pingala's prohibition 2: u - u -.

The second prohibition of Pihgala reads as follows: dvitiya-caturthayo ras ca

"Neither may there be a cretic (ra) in the second or fourth pada." That is, for

even padas, uu-u-is prohibited.^^ In the following verses, the prescription is
transgressed.

122b devam ca Chagale^varam (RL Chagal", while in 1226, Chagal" even
in RL).

146b vayam sathasya^' nigrahe (RL drak tasya, C1600 caitasya, C1556 va
tasya).

734b tribhagam antyam eva va (RL tribhagam cSntyam eva va).

899b nagas ca Puranas tatha (A nagah Puranakas tatha).

920d Subhadra-Bhadravalisau.

1203b prasannam agratah sthitam (RL, L3018, B, C, E, F, prasannam
puratah sthitam).

1224b svarcam Anantakutayoh (A, G=RL sv^rcam ananta-kutayoh).

1225d Mahendra-parvatam gatah (RL=G Mahendra-girim ayayau / L3018,

B, E Mahendram parvatam gatah)

The transgressions occur in all Sections, with proper names as well as

otherwise, which marks a clear contrast with those against the first prohibition.

This fact probably suggests that the second prohibition was little known at

least, to the redactor of the first three Sections, since the different treatment of

these two prohibitions is quite clear in these Sections (one transgression with

proper names against the first prohibition to five against the second). The same
kind of different treatment is attested in the Subagi ms of the Uddnavarga, in
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which the transgression against the second prohibition is much more frequent and

well accepted than that against the first.'*^ The fact may suggest, again, that the
layers of the first three Sections and of the last two are different, and that the

treatment in the first three Sections belongs to the more anicient tradition.

In this connection, it is interesting to notice that the loger recension (RL)

tries to emend the metre here almost constantly, while it admits in principle, as

we saw above, the transgression against the preceding prohibition an attitude

quite opposite to the traditional one.

Pada 899b has a parallel in the MBh: ndgas cApuranas tathd (1.31.6b). The
naga name Apurana is well attested in the MBh. This metrically regular reading

is probably the original form, from which the one in the NM arose. The variant

found in ms A must be a secondary attempted to save the metre.

4.1.3. Pada with initial resolution.

582c Aditir Ditir Danuh Kala uu-w- u .

As is attested by the parallel verse in the MBh (1.59.12a Aditir Ditir

Danuh Kdld), the initial resolution of this verse is old. It is all the

same noteworthy that the NM accepted this licence as such.

1047c Haramukutam iti khyatani u (C1600, Aity akhyatam).

1118c Haramukutam iti khyatam (all mss).

The metre is irregular not only with the initial resoltuion, but also with

the sequence of two shorts in the first half of the pada (against the first

prohibition of Pingala, cf. 4.1.1. above).

1152c Vinatarcayam samnihitam wu -wu- (BEF vinatayam, C

vainatayam).

The initial resolution of the Sloka pada is an old device fully attested since

the oldest Buddhist and Jaina as well as epic versification, while the NM admits

this licence only in the few cases listed above which all are with a proper

name at the beginning of a line. In addition, the resolution in the NM

occurs only in the initial of the pada, while that of the Buddhist verses

often takes place in the sixth, fourth or seventh syllable as well as at the begin-
ning.'^^

4.1.4. Consonant clusters not making position.

a) In even padas.

kl 1134d dvija kli^yasi (K kli^yasi dvija).

ks 1168b kecit tu ksatriyah (no variant).
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dv 774b yadi cet syat tu dvadasi (RL dvadasi viprasattama; A, C1600 yadi

va syac ca dvadasi; B yadi cet sa caturdasi (metrical); E yadi syaj

jatadvadasi).

hy 119b RL yavat tirtham Guhyesvaram (0225, C1556 guhesvaram).

b) In odd padas.

kr (?) 871c Nflavakyam na kriyata (RL kriyate no cet tad vakyam).

The metre is irregular, if it is a bha vipula. RL seems to try to emend

it, by making an (irregular!) ma vipula.

jy (?) 617a Ekajyotir Dvijyotis ca (no variant).

The VDh (1.12.22) has a parallel pada: Ekajyotis ca Dvijyotis, which

makes an (irregular) ma vipula.

1110c purvotpannah sa jyesthe^as.

The cases in the odd padas are not as clear as those in the even padas. We

cannot a priori deny the possibility of not making position in these cases, in light

of the cases in the even pMas.'^^

4.1.5. Hemistich with a word on the junction of two padas.
198ab deva-rsi-naga-mukhyesv adhisthitesv atha Ka^yapah.

KJ— \J KJ / — \J KJ—KJ —

-mukhyesu ni(or dhi)sthitesv atha

w/ — u —uu

The reading adopted by de Vreese has the metrical segment of the pada after

the initial a- of adhisthita-, which is quite anomalous in the ancient Sloka.

Though similar cases occur sporadically in the RL (1110c, L14, L20, L250 in the

Appendix of the edition de Vreese), they seem hardly to have been in the original

redaction of the NM. In fact, here the context prefers the verb ni-stha (to be) to

adhi-sthd (to arrive at): "When the principal gods, sages and Nagas were

ensconced, Kasyapa (said to Visnu...)".''^ On the other hand, however,
dhi-sthd, a quite irregular form of adhi-sthd-, is attested in the Matsya Purdna and

the Rdmdyana.*^ We cannot decide which of the two, ni-sthd or dhi-sthd, was in
the original. It is nevertheless probable that originally the text had one of these,

and that the metrical oddity was not there.

4.1.6. Irregularities in odd padas.

a) Vipula 2.

-i-- 822c sarvapuspaih sarvaphalair (no var.).

Or, does rv of sarva not make position?

uvj- 1152c vinatarcayam samnihitam (B, E, F vinatayam, C
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vainatayam).

With initial resolution.

b) VipulaS.

VJ — U — , — 609c Ajaikapac cAhirbudhnyo (all mss).

The original reading of the pada was certainly the following conserved in the

MBh: Ajaikapad Ahirubudhnyo (pathya; MBh 1.60.2; 1.114.5; 12.201.18; 13.

App. 9.58; 13. App. 18.27). The same reading is found in the VDh 2.2.43,

while in 1.128.41 the VDh reads: AjaikapadAhirbudhnya- (irregular ma
vipula), with the thematized Ajaikapada. If the redactor of the NM had

received the former reading in pathya in his source document, he wouldn't

have changed it. But if he had received the latter with Ajaikapada, he could

feel the formal irregularity in it and change it into the reading attested in the

actual mss of the NM.'*^ In any case, the attempt of the NM was not totally
successful, as long as the metrical irregularity remained.

uu , —vj 798c anuliptena snatena (KK anuUptena vidhivat; RL
snatena sShgaragena).

The variant readings in regular metres of KK and of RL are certainly later

emendations.

,  1110c purvotkpannah sa Jyesthe^as (RL ca yaj Jyesthe-

sSkhyam lihgam mama dvija).

The RL presents a variant in pathya, but with a word on the juncture of the

two padas (cf. above 4.1.5.)

UU-U-, 51c GarudArunau vijneyau (RL Garudas cAruno)

The two sons of Vinata.

-Kj-Kj - , 185c cakrur asramam svam tatra (C1600 te cakrur

asramam tatra; RL cakruh svasva^ramams tatra).

c) Vipula 4

—\j —u, — 805a samvatsarasyathakaryo (RLpratisamvatsaram karyo).

, -Kj— 424a sarvausadhyah sarvagandhah (C, G sarvausadhi sarva-

gandhaih).

d) Vipula 5

u—u KjKj-Kj, 933a Akadhro Bahukasas ca (H Bahukesas ca; 0226, RL,

G bahukasta^ ca; L3018 Bahurupas ca; C1600

BahukacaS ca; A ho Vahukasvah).

Nagas' name.

e) Ta vipula

KJKJ — KJ \J — 896a Aparajitah Panditah.

In the enumeration of the names of Nagas.
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4.1.7. Irregularities in even padas.

KJKJKJ —

786d 0225 malyair vastradibhir api.

A  vastrair malyadibhis tatha.

BDEF malyair vastradibhir dvija.

Ap malya-vastranulepanaih.

KR upositair vastra-dhupa-malya-ratnanulepanaih.

KK usitair vastra-dhupais ca malyai ratnanulepanaih.

The metrically anomalous reading preserved by the oldest ms (0225)

seems to be the original one from which all the others resulted, as the

latter converge into the former.

932b Gallullullo Jalulusah

C1556 Lalallusah

0 227, K Jalallusah

A Jalalasah

4.2. Tri^tubh.

The Tristubh in the NM is in fairly fixed form. The variations in the older

versification, especially attested in the break, are no more found there."^' Only a
few remnants of them remain.

a) Opening

-wu- 275b madhv amrtadhy(am) (no variant).

b) Break

—v.- 293b svastyayu(tam) /-uvj C1556 svastyayanam; RL, C, A svas-

tiyutam; F svasthyayutam.

-u- 64d subhS^ubham raksa mam Adideva.

D, F raksanam Adideva.

A, H raksa mamSdya deva.

261b namo 'stu tubhyam rsivaryajuste (no variant).

4.3. Aupacchandasaka.

One verse in the NM (65) is in Aupacchandasaka. On the verses of the

same metre in the other Puranas, cf. the list of Aupacchandasika in various

Purana in Hohenberger 1965. The example of this metre in the NM is regular.

4.4. Vasantatilaka.

Two padas in the NM (62) are in Vasantatilaka, a fairly popular metre even

in the Purana: cf. the list of the verses in Vasantatilaka in various Purana in
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Hohenberger 1965. The example of this metre in the NM is regular.

5. DISTRIBUTION OF METRES AND PRATYAYA PROCEDURES.

5.1. Varieties and irregularities of Metres in the NM.

5.2. Sloka.

5.2.1. The First half of Pathya (odd) padas.

5.2.1.1. The arrangement caUed 'Prastara' and the arrangement used in

Lagakriya.

5.2.1.2. Particularities of Sections.

5.2.1.3. Consistency of the use of metres in the Ritual Section.

5.2.2. The first half of even padas.

5.2.3. Evaluation of facts.

5.2.4. Vipula.

5.3. Other metres.

The NM is composed mostly in Sloka, especially in Pathya of the Sloka, as

are most other Puranas in verse. It contains also about 10% Tristubh and a few

Aupacchandasaka, Vasantatilaka and Jagati padas.

We have discovered a particularly interesting fact attested in the first half of

Pathya padas and of even padas of Sloka, i.e. in the metrically 'free' parts of the

Sloka. Once these metres are arranged according to their frequency, the

arrangement turns out to be governed by a fixed principle, which coincides with

that of a Pratyaya called Prastara and that used in another Pratyaya, Lagakriya,

in treatises on Sanskrit metrics. The arrangement thus ascertained in the

frequency of metres in NM reveals an inner metrical idea possessed implicitly or

unconsciously by users of the Sloka mtres.

5.1. Varieties and irregularities of Metres in the NM.

The following table shows the numbers of padas of different metres used in

the NM (and their percentages indicated between parentheses) in each Section.

The ratios of Pathya are relatively higher in the Tirtha and Summary Sections

(91%) than in the remaining Sections of the NM (83 —86%). Here again, we

remark the division of the NM into the same two parts (the first three Sections

and last two).

For RL, we examine only the verses in the Appendix of de Vreese's edition

which have no parallels with those in RB, to bring out the characteristics proper

to RL.
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Table 4. Metres in the NM, RL, AP.

Myth Ritual Naga Tirtha Summary Total RL AP

Verse 1-357 358-874 875-953 954-1277 1278-1396

No. of verses 357 517 79 324 118 1395 462 260

No. of padas 786 1058 155 649 255 2903

Sloka (Odd pa.) 654(100) 1058(100) 155(100) 649(100) 223(100) 2739(100) 472(100) 263(100)

Pathya 549( 83) 912( 86) 131( 85) 588( 91) 202( 91) 2382( 87) 409( 87) 206( 78)

Vipula 105 146 24 61 21 357 63 57

Vipula 1 35(5.3) 41(3.8) 4(2.6) 10(1.5) 6(2.7) 96(3.5) 21(4.4) 23(8.7)

Vipula 2 24(3.6) 24(2.3) 6(3.9) 14(2.2) 3(1.3) 71(2.6) 15(3.2) 8(3.0)

Vipula 3 34(5.1) 58(5.5) 3(1.9) 24(3.7) 9(4.0) 128(4.7) 20(4.2) 21(8.0)

Vipula 4 12(1.8) 22(2.1) 9(5.8) 12(1.8) 2(0.9) 57(2.1) 5(1.1) 5(1.9)
Sa-vipula 1 1 1 1 4

Ta-vipula 1 1 1

Tii$tubh 114 32 146

JagatI 1 1

Aupacchandasaka 4 4

Vasantatilaka 2 2

For Ap also, only about one third of the verses are analysed. Still, the
examined verses are, I believe, representative enough to draw an approximate

conclusion.

To complete the preceding table (Table 4), the following (Table 5) indicates

the verse numbers in which a metrical irregularities occur. Here we consider as

irregular either quite rare metres or scansions prohibited by Pihgala. It seems to

me that the demarcations between regular and irregular metres are fairly obvious,

as the occurrence of irregular metres is distinctively lower than that of regular

ones. Detailed discussions of these metres will be given in the following

sections.

5.2. Sloka.

5.2.1. The First half of Pathya (odd) padas.

We can begin by analysing the Pathya (odd) padas, which are by far the

commonnest metres used in the NM (82% of the total padas). Except for one

restriction (the prohibition of two shorts in the middle : the first four

syllables of Pathya padas are free. But being free does not mean that disorder

may prevail there. In fact, it is in this part of the pada that we discover a most

interesting phenomenon; the following table (Table 6) can be obtained, if we

regard as forming one group the two types of metres in which only the quantity of

the first syllable differs (the quantity of the last (eighth) syllable can be regarded
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Tables. Irregularities in the NM.

Myth Ritual Naga TIrtha Summary

Verse 1-357 358-874 875-953 954-1277 1278-1396

No. of padas 786 1058 155 649 255

• Pihgala I 93c 932b 1047c, 1118c 1289c, 1367c

(not 1170c

• Pihgala II 122b 734b 899b, 920d 1203b, 1224b

(not w in even pada) 1225d

<Odd pada>

• — VJ —yj 10c 822c, 871c*

uu 278a 590a

, 617a* 1110c*

u —u yj

yj\j 798c

—yj

—yj —yj 185c

yjyj—\j 51c

\j—yj^ , —u 609c

•  yj— —\jy 805a

•  v-/ —u — uu —w 1318c

—yj 736c

yj yj 933a

—yj —yj 1089a

.  yj yj— yj vj — 896a

<Even pada>

\J \J\J u 932b

yyj —U U W 119b* 774b* 1134d*, 1168b*

< Initial resolution > 582c 1047c, 1118c
1152c

< Clusters not making
position >

kr [871c]

kl 1134d

ks 1168b

jy [617a] [1110c]

dv 774b

hy 119b

* The irregular metre of padas with an asterisk can be improved by supposing a consonant cluster
not making position. In the list of clusters not making position, those found in odd padas are
indicated between square brackets.

as optional and so is also not relevant): For example, u—y forms one

group with u u —y ■ In other words, in this arrangement we regard as

optinal the quantity not only of the eighth but also of the first syllable of a pada;

we may call it an "arrangement with optinal first syllable". The groups thus

formed are arranged in the table in decreasing order of their total occurrences in

the NM: the numbers of padas of each group are: 595, 516, 396, 377, 311, 186.
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Table 6. First half of Pathya padas (arrangement with optinal first syllable).

Myth

Verse 1-357

pathya padas 560

Ritual

358-874 875-953

911 131

Tirtha Summary

954-1277 1278-1396

588 202

al

2(100)

RL

409(100) 206(100)

AP

yj U 72 1 188 1

118 >270 24

u 46 1 (21) 82 J (30) 7I(18)

— \J

— 1
167 1 21 1

108 1̂ 210 — 1>  33

uv_/ 29 (19) 43 1 (23) 12 1 (25)

yj — 65 11 90)1 18)
1 101 1 146 — 1̂  20

u —\j — 36 11 (18) 56 11 (16) 2I(15)

\j — 56 11 69 ??1
1 94 113 31

u  U 38 11 (17) 44 (12) 9 '(24)

— W— u 55
-11 14)

76 101 16

\J\J —\J 21 (14) 23 11 (11) 2 (12)

uu 36 1 40 1 1

52 1  61 i
7

VJ— \J\J 16 (9) 21 1(7) l l1(5)

77 I
124

47 ) (21)

85

■ 119
34 ) (20)1-

28

49
21 I (24

"1I (201 14 )

32 I

)

46
14 ) (23)

76,
107

31 ) (18)

61,
98

37 ) (17)

64,

- 85
21 I (14)

32,
55

23 I ( 9)

15,
22

7 ) (11)

21)
41

14'(20)

28,
33

5 ) (16)

6l( 5)

595

(25)

516
(22)

396

1(17)

377

1(16)

311

(13)

186

1(8)

65 ,
105

40 I (26)

43,
72

29 I (18)

37,
75

38 I (18)

43,
64

21 I (31)

48

(23)

30

18

25,
35

10 I (17)

34, 13,
60

26 I (15) 11 )

13 1
24

11 ) (12)

29,
42

13 ) (10)

21,
55

34 ) (13)

12,
19

7)( 9)

10,
16

6) ( 8)

Quite surprisingly, we can recognize in the metres thus arranged a simple and

mathematical principle; the most frequently attested metre is that with molossus
(  ) containing no short syllable in the three syllables from the second to the

fourth. Next in frequency come three metres with one short syllable each: a

bacchic (w —), a cretic (-vj-) and a palimbacchic (—u), which arrange
themselves according to the position of the short syllable, with the most frequent

form having the short in the second syllable, and so forth. Least frequent are

two metres containing two shorts, an amphibrach (vj-w) and a dactyl (-uu),

which also arrange themselves according to the position of the two shorts, with

the form having shorts in the second and fourth more common than that with

shorts in the third and fourth syllables. The reason for the absence of the

anapaest (vjw-) and the tribrach (wuu), which would be found, on this
principle, to be more frequent than the amphibrach and the dactyl, respectively,

is simple: they are forbidden by metrical treatises (the prohibition of Pihgala 1).

No other arrangement of the metres in the NM exhibits such a mathematical

order:

For example, rather than treating the initial syllabic position as free ( w) as

we have done, we might try to arrange the padas in decreasing order of frequency

of all four syllables. That is, rather than treating w and as one unit,

we would list them separately. Below, we see that this ordering shows us virtual
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no pattern of interest:

a) Arrangement by four syllables:

KJ —

384

382

264

239

235

213

u  yj u y

u —yj —

uu

v^v_;

yjyj —u

\j —\j yj

142

132

132

119

72

67

I attempted to list the frequency of metres with optional syllables in the

second, third and fourth positions also, but gained no results of interest. As an

example, I present here only the chart based on the frequency of the free syllable

in the fourth position. As we see, no systematic order of metre can be

recognized:

b) Arrangement with optional fourth syllable:

Myth Ritual Naga Tirtha Summary Total

Verse 1-357 358--874 875-953 954-1277 1278-1396

pathya padas 560 911 131 588 202 2392(100)

— yj yj y 79] 167] 21 ,1 85 32, 384 1
134 245 35 149 [ 60 1623

— yj —yj 55 1 (24) 78'(27) 14 11 (27) 64 (25) 28 1 (30) 239)(26)

72 1 188 ] 1 77,1 28, 382,
I 128 257 39 1

138 55 617
yj 56)(23) 69 1(28) 22 11 (30) 61 11 (23) 27)(27) 235 )(26)

yj — 65 1 90] 18,1 76,1 264,

101 130
1
24 1

108 20 383
U\J 36)(18) 40 1(14) 6l1 (18) 32 11 (18) 5)(10) 119)(16)

yj 46 t 92) 7, 47,1 21 , 213 ,

84 136 16 1 84 35 355

yj yj 38)(15) 44 1(15) 9 (12) 37 1 (14) 14 1 (17) 142 )(15)

yjyj 29 1 43) 12,1 34,1 14, 132 ,

50 66
1
14 1 55 19 204

yjyj —yj 21 1( 9) 231(7) 2 11 (11) 21 11(9) 5I( 9) 72)(9)

yj —yj — 36 ) 56 1 1 1 7, 132,

52 77
1 3 1 54 13 199

yj— \J\J 16)( 9) 21 1(8) 1 11(2) 23 1(9) 6)( 6) 67 1( 8)

5.2.1.1. The arrangement called "Prastara" and the arrangement used In

Lagakriya.

The student of Sanskrit metre cannot but recollect here the Prastara method

often prescribed at the end of metrical treatises. In fact, Prastara forms, with

several other techniques, a particular group of procedures called "Pratyaya",'*®
invented to answer the following two basic questions about metre:
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1) How many different metres can theoretically be formed with a given
number of syllables?

2) What is the logical arrangement of these metres, which would enable us
to find the form of a metre from its sequential position in the table or, on the

contrary, the sequential position of a metre from its form, without figuring
the whole table of arrangement?'^^

The first Pratyaya, Prastara, consists of a set of rules prescribing the
systematic generation of metres, through which metrical possibilities are
successively produced by basing each step upon the results of the previous step.

Thus:

1) In the case of one syllable (2 possibilities): 1.
2.

2) In the case of 2 syllables (4 possibilities): 1.
2.

3) In the case of 3 syllables (8 possibilities):

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

W —

—

4) In the case of 4 syllables (16 possibilities):
1.

1

oy

VJ

2. u 10. u u

3. — VJ — 11. — u — KJ

4. W u — 12. KJ — KJ

5. u 13. U \J

6. VJ — w 14.

C

1

c

u

(7.

1

c

C

-) (15.

1

c

c

(8. -) (16.

The method is: In the case of one syllable, we figure a column of one long
above and one short beneath. Then, in the case of two syllables, the column is
doubled vertically and two longs and two shorts are added to this column. The
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procedure is repeated successively and each time the number of syllables

augments.

The arrangement thus obtained in the case of four syllables coincides with

what we have just provided in the Table 6, except for the metres prohibited by

Pihgala (metres 7, 8,15,16 of the Prastara with four syllables, which are indicated

between parentheses in the above table).

*  * *

Another arrangement, though less expUcit, is also employed in the fourth

Pratyaya called "Lagakriya" or "Laghukriya", the aim of which is to give the total

number of possible metres with a given number of syllables.^" The procedure is
essentially identical with the so-called arithmetical triangle of Pascal.

Pascal's Triangle. No. of syllables. No. of mtres.

0  1

1  1+1=2

A A A ^ l-H2-hH-=4
1 3 3 1 3 1-1-3-1-3-1-1=8

A

The arrangement of metres in this procedure is different from that of the

Prastara. For example, in the case of metres with three syllables, first comes one
metre with no short ( ); next come three metres with one short (u —, -u -,
— u); next come three metres with two shorts (uu-, u-o, -uu); and finally
comes one metre with three shorts (uuw). Thus, in total, we have (l-|-3-|-3-t-l
=) eight metres. This principle of arrangement is what we called "simple and
mathematical" in 5.2.1. above, and not that of the Prastara as we will see in the

following collation table:

Lagakriya arrangement Prastara

1. 1.

2. KJ 2. \j

3. — KJ — 3. — U —

4. KJ (4. u w —)

(5. yj o —) 5. \J

6. u — u 6. u — \J

7. —  u 7. — VJ u

(8. u c u ) (8. u w vj)

If we admit the optional value of the first syllable of a Pathya pada, the attested
order of frequency of metres in the following three syllables is consistent with
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both of these systematic arrangements. This is because the only difference in
order between the two concerns the order of the anapaest (*->>-'-) which,

prohibited by Pihgala, is practically negligible (in the table above, the prohibited
metres are indicated between parentheses).

The four syllable Prastara also generates an ordering which corresponds to the
actual order of frequencies in the NM, as we saw above.

5.2.1.2. Particularities of Sections.

In looking into the distribution of metres in each Section (see Table 6), we
recognize that systematic ordering of the metres by frequency is disturbed in some
Sections. In the Naga Section, bacchic metres (>--—) are more numerous than
molossus ( ) and palimbacchic (—more numerous than than cretic
(-W-). In the Summary Section, the palimbacchic is more common than the
cretic. The number of these metres not following our proposed order of

frequency are underscored with a wavy line in the Table 6.

In each group of two metres, the frequency of the metre with the long first
syllable is always higher, except in one case (of the dactyl (-uu ) in the Summary
Section, the case being underscored with doubled lines in the table).

If we compare only the metres with a long first syllable, the decreasing order

of occurrence is disturbed only in the underlined cases in the table. Similarly, in

the metres with a short first syllable, the order is disturbed in the cases

underscored with a dotted line.

The fact that these disturbances are often observed in the Naga Section is

understandable: it is short (155 padas) and full of enumerations of Nagas' names.

The same reasons may be applied to the Summary Section. Yet, in general the
disturbance occurs more frequently in the last two Sections than in the first two.

On the other hand, parallel distributions of metres in the Myth and Urtha

Sections (21-19-18-17-14-9 in the former; 21-20-18-17-14-9 in the latter) are
remarkable, though the inner distributions of two metres in each group are

different.

5.2.1.3. Consistency of the use of metres in the Ritual Section.

To estimate the degree of consistency in the use of metres in a single Section,

we can make a sample survey, dividing the longest Section, Ritual, into two parts,

a first half (verses 358-620) and a second half (621-874); we obtain the following
results:

The parallelism observed between the two halves in the use of mtres is
impressive: the only remarkable difference is the occurrence of cretic metres
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Table?. Two halves of the Ritual Section.

Verse

pathya padas

1st half

358-620

474

2nd half

621-874

427

Ritual

358-874

911(100)

Total

1-1396

2392(100)

73

95

u 22

\j 27)

37

u  u 10 1

—u \j 55 1
87,

\J u 32-1

U \J 12

?.?
u  u 10 1

\J— u 38 11
1
57

U  u 19 11

U — u 24]1
1 36^

u  u 12 11

\j— U— yj 27 1
1i38

u  \J 111

u  u W 18 1
►22

u  \J 4 1

1

c

1

C

yj 27 1
►38

yj yj 111

U \j— u yj 9|
13'

u  U 4

UVJ VJ 13 1
J 16

yj yj 3 J

—V \j yj 10 1
13

yj yj 3 )

132

109

93

60

51

29

63 I
30 I

36

9

53

27

15

6

20

13

18

2

23

8

18

4

25

15

7

3

15

9

8

^93

45

80

21

33,

20

31

22

40

10

24,

138

101

53

53

50

32

188

82

167,

43'

90,

56'

270(30)

210(23)

146(16)

69,

44

78

23

40,

21

113(12)

101(11)

61( 7)

382 ,

213 '

384

^ 595(25)

516(22)

132

264

132

235,

142'

396(17)

^ 377(16)

239,

72

119 ,

67 '

311(13)

» 186( 8)

(u-VJ 93 padas in the 1st half against 53 in the second half). Apart from this,
their uses are paralle even in detail. This forms contrast to the uses of metres in
the other Sections. In this regard, we are probably allowed to presume that the
use of metres thus ascertained has a certain significance for the estimation of
redactors or editors or of sources of the text.
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5.2.2. The first half of even padas.

The same phenomenon observed in the first half of the Pathya (odd) padas

can be seen in the first half of even padas. Here, another metrical restriction

being precribed (the prohibition of u-u-, of Pingala2), the groups of two

metres are five in number, while for Pathya they are six. But apart from this, the

order of frequency is the same as that for the first half of the Pathya, as we can

see in the following table (Table 8).

The numbers or percentages disturbing the decreasing order are underscored

in the same way as in Table 6 (see 5.2.1.1. above). The patterns of disturbance

in the last two Sections are quite similar to each other; in addition, that of Myth is

also fairly similar to them, as it is also in the case of the Pathya.

From another point of view (see Table 9), however, the parallelism of the

first three Sections (Myth, Ritual, Naga) is remarkable. There the commonnest

metre (molossus) occurs in percentages between 29%~31%, the second

commonnest (bacchic) between 25%—30%, the third commonnest (palimbacchic)

between 19%—23%, the fourth (amphibrach) between 12—15%, and the fifth

between 7—12%. On the other hand, in the Urtha and Summary Sections, the

percentages of molossus are relatively low (25% and 21%), and those of

amphibrach are relatively high (21% and 23%). Between the Tirtha and

Tables. First half of even padas.

Myth Ritual Naga Tirtha Summary Total

Verses 1-357 358-874 875-953 954-1277 1278-1396

Nos of padas 650(100) 535 526 1061(100) 153(100) 653(100) 225(100) 2742(100)

109(17)j|'
(29)

101 100 201(19)

1i(31)

27(18)

(29)

94(14)

1.(25)

24(11)

(21)

455(17)

(29)

u 80(12)' 67 60 127(12)^ 17(11)' 71(11)' 22(10)' 317(12)'
—w 114(18) n5 114 229(21) 22(14) 105(16) 55(24) 525(19)

(25) 1(30) (27) 1[(22) (31) (27)

\JKJ 44( 7)' 50 41 91( 9)' 20(13)' 41( 6)'1 16( 7)' 212( 8)'
\J 63(10),

(20)

62 69 131(12)

1(19)
27(18).

(23)

74(11)

[(21)
20( 9)

(19)

315(11)

(19)

u  \J (W(10)' 40 30 70( 7)'1 8( 5)' M(10)' 21(10)' 227( 8)'
—U —u 67(10)

(15)

48 50 98( 9)

(12)

14( 9)

(14)

84(13)

[(21)
35(16)

(23)

298(11)

(16)

KJ\J —U 27( 4)' 18 17 35( 3)1 7( 5)' 50( 8)'1 16( 7)' 135( 5)'
U U 53( 8)

(12)

19 24 43( 4)

l( 7)
9( 6)

( 7)

40( 6)

(11)

7( 3)

( 7)

152( 6)

(10)

29( 4)' 15 21 3)'1 2( 1)' 30( 5) 9( 4)' 106( 4)'

Vj — 1 1 1

u— u— 1 1 2

The number between parentheses is the percentage of padas among those in each Section.
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Table 9. Percentages of metres in first half of even padas.

Myth Ritual Naga Tirtha Summary Total

Verses 1-357 358-874 875-953 954-1277 1278-1396

Nos of padas 650(100) 1061(100) 153(100) 653(100) 225(100) 2742(100)

1  v.— IE 1] a a 21J

1 im a a M
j  — : vj
1  \j u 19J 19J 19J

1 —\j — \j
\  \J\J —u 15 n u 2^ 2^ 16

j  \J u
1  VJU 12 1 1 11 7 10

[1^== 25-31%; x^= 19-23%; ̂ =12-16%.

Summary Sections there is a large difference in bacchic usage (22% and 31%).

*  * *

To ascetain that the arrangement by frequency with optional fourth syllable
in the even padas produces no systematic order of metres, we present here Table

10.

Verses

Nos of padas

Table 10. Arrangement with optional fourth syllable of even padas.

Myth Ritual Ndga Tirtha Summary Total

1-357 358-874 875-953 954-1277 1278-1396

650(100) 535 526 1061(100) 153(100) 653(100) 225(100) 2742(100)

114(18) 115 114 229(21) 22(14) 105(16) 55(24) 525(19),

(30)

67(10) 48 50 98( 9) 14( 9) 84(13) 35(16) 298(11)

109(17) 101 100 201(19) 27(18) 94(14) 24(11) 455(17),

(28)

63(10) 62 69 131(12) 27(18) 74(11) 20( 9) 315(11)

80(12) 67 60 127(12) 17(11) 71(11) 22(10) 317(12),
1
(20)

64(10) 40 30 70( 7) 8( 5) 64(10) 21(10) 227( 8)11

44( 7) 50 41 91( 9) 20(13) 41( 6) 16( 7) 212( 8),

1(13)
53( 8) 19 24 43( 4) 9( 6) 40( 6) 7( 3) 152( 6)(6)

29( 4) 15 21 36( 3) 2( 1) 30( 5) 9( 4) 106( 4)(4)

u  \J

U KJ

'  UW

u —u u

5.2.3. Evaluation.

To sum up the observed phenomenon: if we assume an optional quantity of

the first syllable of Pathya (odd) and even padas, a mathematical order of the

frequency of occurrence of metrical structures of the second, third and fourth
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syllables is found.

Minor disturbances in this mathematical order are discernible in some

Sections. However, the pattern of these disturbances for the Pathya in one

Section is fairly parallel with that for even padas in the same Section.

And what is more, if we divide one Section into two parts, the pattern of

frequency between the two parts is quite parallel.

These facts seem to me to suggest that the redactor of the NM considered the

second, third and fourth syllables of a pada to be a metrical unit separated from

the first syllable (which is optional). The redactor may have had a sense of the

metrical integrity of this unit of the Sloka, a sense which corresponds to the

ordering described in the Pratyaya procedures.

It should perhaps be stressed here that it is not a question of a single use of

particular metres, but of the frequency of metres in the metrically less restricted

position. These patterns must have resulted, therefore, from a more or less

unconscious metrical norm felt by the redactors. If the hypothesis about this

semi-unconsciousness is correct, we would expect it to appear differently from

one redactor to another. An investigation of such a feature may therefore help

us decide the authorship or the source of a text much more directly than

investigations of features which can be consciously controlled will allow.

The degree to which this criterion can reveal an underlying metrical norm is

still to be tested in other texts. What we can say for the moment is that it seems

to work fairly well for the analysis of NM, if we take into account the consitency

of usage asertained in one and the same Section and the minor variations

corresponding to other linguistic and metrical features observed in Sections of the

NM. In any case, interesting results may be obtained if it is applied to other

texts.

5.2.4. Vipula.

The following table (table 11) shows the use of the Vipula in the five Sections

of NM. The ratios of the Vipula are relatively higher in the first three Sections

(Myth: 17%; Ritual: 14%; Naga: 15%) than in the rest (Hrtha: 9%; Summary:

9%). We are probably allowed to regard as irregular the metres marked by #,

as their occurrences are distinctively lower than those of the others (the verse

numbers of irregular metres are given in the Table 5 in 5.1. above).

The coincidence of the frequency of metres with the patterns generated

mathematically (coinciding with Pratyayas) can also be discerned here, though

much less obviously, for the first Vipula; There are forty-five padas of

w  \jKjKjy, twenty-six of vju— uuvjy, twenty-five of w-u- wuuu.
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Table 11. Vipula padas in the NM, RL, AP.

Myth Ritual Naga Tirtha Summary

Verse 1-357 358-874 875-953 954-1277 1278-1396

Oddpada(Sloka) 654 1058 155 649 223

Total

2750(100)

RL AP

472(100) 263(100)

Vipula pada 105 146 24 61 2135763 57

Vipula 1 35(5.3) 41(3.8) 4(2.6) 10(1.5) 6(2.7)96(3.5)21(4.4) 23(8.7)

8 114 13 122 { 1 7 3 ,2

ill

:::: 212

SM5

»Jl26

125
10

3 110 "19

"l 4 3,8

^2 ^6
Vipula 2 24(3.6) 24(2.3) 6(3.9) 14(2.2) 3(1.3)71 (2.6)15(3.2) 8(3.0)

15,21 13,21 J|6 l\H »|3

-V— 1 2

uu 1 1

26 1^
3

2

J|15 3|8
1

Vipula 3 34(5.1) 58(5.5) 3(1.9) 24(3.7) 9(4.0)128(4.7)20(4.2) 21(8.0)

?it32 ll\55 Jl 3 ;5|23 Ji 9
V./ —\J , —y 1

1 1

yj

u— UU 1

u o

—u

—\j —yj 1

UU—U 1

1122
50 '

2

1

1

1

^l\18 15,20

1

1

1

Vipula 4 12(1.8) 22(2.1) 9(5.8) 12(1.8) 2(0.9)57(2.1)5(1.1) 5(1.9)

ji7 8113 2,2 i\9
yj— — U,

:::: 1 3,5^,21,1
""""" 2,2 3|3 3,5 2,2 2,2 yjyj ^

1 31
10

1

^111

»2 114

Ji4 ;i3.

Ml Ml

^ 1 1

Sa-vipula 111 14

yjyj—y 1

-v^-- 1

U--U (1)
— yj— yj 1

1

1

1

1

Ta-vipula 111

yjyj—\j yjy 111

E.W. Hopkins, in his The Great Epic of India (Yale, 1901), made a survey of

the use of the Vipula in the epic. The following table (Table 12) collates his data

with ours from the NM. Since Hopkins examined samples of one thousand

padas which he selected from various parts of the MBh and presented his results
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Table 12. Vipula padas in NM, MBh, Ram, Raghuvamsa etc.

NM Yip I Yip II Yip III YipIY Ranking Irregular I(5-{-u

Myth 35(53) 24(36) 34(51) 12(18)[ 2] 1* 3 2* 4 9(14) (31)
Ritual 41(38) 24(23) 58(55) 22(21)[ 4] 2 3 1 4 11(10) (20)

Naga 4(26) 6(39) 3(19) 9(58)[ 9] 3* 2 4* 1 2(13) (100)

Tirtha 10(15) 14(22) 24(37) 12(18)[ 6] 4* T' 1 3* 2( 3) (20)

Summary 6(27) 3(13) 9(40) 2( 9)[ 2] 2 3* 1 4* 1( 4) (0)

Total96(35)71(26)128(47)57(21)[23]231425(9)(26)

RL21(44)15(32)20(42)5(11)[ 0]1*32*44(8)(33)

AP23(87)8(30)21(80)5(19)[ 0]r32*41(4)(26)

Epic

GIta (830-1, 382)38291122124312

Narayana in Santi (343-351)80503215[13]1234(39)

Bhuri^rava-Jayadratha(vii. 141-
146)

43331811[4]12343(25)

Santi P. (311 ff.)5031293[ 1]12*3*42

Drona (51-71)5530472113246(29)

Drona (72-84)40Xx+141(23)

Drona (92-100)44143713[ 8]13*24*0(23)

A^vamedhika P. (59-77)74273451324

Nala913350101324

Udyoga (Nahusa-Indra)552546101324

Sauptika54303581324(26)

Anui^asana P. (3732-4240)36547(18)

Udyoga (119-133)48233913[ 8]1324(25)

Death of Drona (vii, 190-198=
8695-9195)

3028439[ 2]2*3*1 -40(17)

KIcaka (325-825)4224526[ 5]23143

Sabha (ii. 50 ff)36[ 9]13

(Semi-)classical

Ramayana (iv. 1-11)62203421324

Ramayana (iii. 1-16)603331112*3*4

Raghuvamsa33172601324

Purapa

Yayu Purana3351(25)

Agni Purana412650573421(33)

by the number of Vipula padas per one thousand padas, we add the permilages

for NM between parenthese. The numbers added between brackets are the

number of padas which consist mainly of proper names. The column 'Ranking'
shows the frequency of the four Vipulas in each Section. If a position is marked

with an asterisk, the numbers of padas separating that position from the other

position similarly marked differs by less than two occurences. The last column

shows the percentages of the use of in the first Vipula (i.e. percentage of

y-u- wuuuin the first Vipula padas).
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The following points are noteworthy:

• The ratio of Vipula III is lower in the older parts (Gita etc.) and higher in

the later (Death of Drona, Kicaka). In NM, the ratio of Vipula III is the

highest of the four Vipulas.

• Except the use of Vipula IV, the frequency of use of Vipula is in the order

III, I, II both in the Agni Purana (50, 41, 26) and in NM (47, 35, 26).

• The ratio of Vipula IV is relatively high in NM, which also is a common

characteristic shared by the Agni Purana and Sabha ii. 50 ff (MBh).

• The high ratios of Vipula IV and of uuuw in the Naga Section are

due to the proper names contained in the padas in question. The same

phenomenon was noticed by Hopkins for many cases in the MBh.

All we can say about the use of Vipula from the table above is that the NM

shares characteristics with the Puranas and a few parts of the MBh (Death of

Drona, Kicaka, Sabha), while the uses in the Ramayana and in the RaghuvainSa,

which are almost "classical", is quite different.

As to the characteristics of the individual Sections of NM, the use in the

Urtha Section (with the frequency III, II, IV, I) is remarkable, as is that in the

Naga Section, although for the latter the reason is due, as mentioned, to the

preponderance of proper names.

The fact that the ratios of irregular Vipulas are obviously lower in the last

two Sections than in the first three is also remarkable; this perhaps suggests the

lateness of the redaction of the last two Sections.

5.3. Other metres.

As we saw in 4.2. above, the Tristubh in NM generally follow the classical

norm. A few variations attested in the break as well as in the opening are all in

the Myth Section and not in the Summary, though the latter Section contains 32

Tristubhu padas (see loc. cit.). This also supports our view about the lateness of

the last two Sections.

Other attested metres, one JagatI pada, four Aupacchandasaka padas and

two Vasantatilaka padas, are all found in the Myth Section.

6. CONCLUSIONS.

Through our linguistic examinations of the text of the NM we have observed

that the euphonic irregularities occur under limited, in most cases traditionally

admitted, conditions: the suspension of sandhi takes place with proper names,
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vocative nouns or addresses of salutation, with f or with ca, especially between

padas, while the other irregular sandhi consists almost only in double sandhi.

The fact that some of these phenomena were witnessed even by Panini suggests

that an ancient tradition might have been transmitted intact (2.3.). The same

thing can be said of the use of hi (or tu) as a hiatus bridger (2.4.).

The distribution of the above mentioned phenomena in Sections of the NM

indicates that there exists a fairly clear demarcation between the two parts of NM,

the first three Sections and the last two. The former follow the traditional style

of the Puranas, while the latter sometimes shows a kind of classicization (2.5.1.),

which probably indicates the relative lateness of the redaction of this part. When

compared with the manuscript transmission of two Buddhist texts of almost the

same epoch (the Uddnavarga and Dharmasamuccayd), some irregularities or

peculiarities of the NM turn out to be found in the Buddhist texts as well (2.5.2.).

Close examination of the so-called sandhi consonant -m- suggsts that, for the

most part, this -m- may be considered rather to be a result of a confusion of

neuter and masculine or of nominative and accusative, a confusion which seems to

have taken place in the milieu of those who composed and transmitted the Purana

(3.).

Metrical irregularities are rather rare in the NM. The two prohibitions of

the Sloka metre prescribed by Pihgala (the prohibitions of uuuu and of uu-u)
are observed more faithfully in the two first Sections than in the last two.

Several consonant clusters not making position are also attested. In verse 198,

we might have to read -mukhyesu dhisthitesv, admitting a quite irregular but

elsewhere attested form dhisthd- for adhisthd- (4.).

As to the frequency of metres in the metrically 'free' positions of Sloka, we

have found a curious fact: metres arranged according to their frequency in this

part of the verse arrange themselves in a systematic order: u , uw—.

y—^ — yy vj, wu—u, y — 'UKj. The order coincides with two arrangements

employed in the Pratyaya of metrical treatises, an arrangement called Prastara

and the arrangement used in Lagakriya.

This fact suggests: (1) that the first syllable of a pada in Sloka was regarded

as optional, and (2) that for the following three syllables, the composer of a Sloka

verse had a certain tendency corresponding, in the case of NM, to the

arrangement of the Pratyayas. Minor varieties in this regard observed in

different Sections of NM might serve as a criterion to distinguish strata or sources

of the NM. As the motivation for these usages seems to stem from an

unconscious tendency of the composer, their analysis seems to be of particular

significance (5.2.1—5.2.3.).
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The use of Vipula in NM is also typically Puranic (5.2.4.).

Finally, through our philological investigations, the NM, as attested at

present, turns out to preserve fairly well the original linguistic form of the text.

This conclusion is all the more interesting as the existent mss of the NM do not go

back much beyond the seventeenth century. Various linguistic features of the

two parts, the first three Sections and last two, remain rather intact and quite

distinct from each other; the first part seems to be more natural and traditional,

and so, more ancient than the second part which exhibits sporadically a later

tendency to classicism. This makes, in its turn, plausible our linguistic analysis

hitherto made.
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Notes.

1. Abbreviations:

AP=Adi-purana, KK=Krtyakaipataru, KR=Krtyaratnakara, MBh=Mahabharata, ms(s) =

manuscipt(s), NM=Nflamata-purana, Ram=Ramayana, RB=Shorter recension of the NM,

RL=Longer recension of the NM, Skt=sanskrit, TN=NIlamata, or Teachings of Nlla. Sanskrit

Text with Critical Notes, edited by K. De Vreese. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1936. VDh=

Visnudharmottara-purana.

In addition, we use as such the abbreviations of the mss used by the two editions, of de Vreese

and of Ved Kumari.

2. See the detailed discussion by von Hinuber who claims, though from a slightly different point of view,

the same kind of treatment of the Indian manuscript tradition (von Hinuber 1980).

3. All the extant mss of the NM maintain more or less exactly the trace of the lacunae which had been

found in this original ms and were filled up by Sahib Ram. Furthermore, Ikari has pointed out a

misplacing of one leaf in this original ms, which has been followed with ignorant fidelity by all the mss

of the NM. On this interesting discovery, see the introduction of this volume.

4. The mss of the NM are written in two scripts, Sarada and Devanagari. As pointed out by de Vreese

(TN, p.vx), the text of the Nagari copies has invariably to be traced back to mss which were all

written in Sarada. Yet, this does not mean that the text of the Sarada mss is always older than that

of Devanagari mss, although the latter have more chances to show mistakes owing to a confusion of

Sarada and Nagari characters. On this palaeographical problem, see Witzel's article in this volume.

As a full account is given by M. Witzel in this volume, I dispense with a description of a

considerable number of errors which might have occurred in the textual transmission in Kasmir,

errors owing to scribal as well as phonetic confusion. The following discussions are made taking into

account these errors in the course of transmission.

5. On the avasana ('pause'), see for example, Panini 1.4.110 "viramo 'vasanam". See also Niddnasutra,

7.I-I4 (cf. Weber, 1863 p. 119 ff.) and RkprdtUdkhya, 18.46-57 (cf. K. C. Chatterji 1964 pp. 297 ff.).

6. See Renou I93I § 30, quoting Michelson 1904 (p. 99) for Ram and Hopkins I90I (p. 197) for MBh.

7. See Renou I93I § 30.

8. According to Salomon 1981 p. 92.

9. See Renou I93I § 30. In Ram too, bhadram te is used without sandhi; see Michelson 1904 p. 99.

10. Michelson 1904, p. 98 "the most frequently occuring case of it (i.e. hiatus within the pada of the Ram)

is the combination -a r-." For the same kind of asandhi in the Mundaka Upanisad, see Salomon

I98I, p. 91, in the Upainsad in general, see Fiirst I9I5 pp. 5-6.

11. In the NM, the non-sandhi between padas with ca at the end of the preceding pada is, in fact,

practically limited to the first two Sections, Myth and Ritual; see in this regard, 2.5. below.

12. According to Michelson 1904 p. lOI, this type of double sandhi, fairly numerous in Ram, occurs

always with the intial i- of /ri, while in MBh, this limitation does not obtain.

13. Examples of this are very frequent in Ram according to Michelson 1904 p. 102.

14. Examples of this are numerous in Ram, loc. cit. p. 102.

15. In 965b too, Ms B reads: desdc Chadahgulah for deidt Sad which all the other mss preserve.

16. Cf. above n. 6.

17. Renou I93I (p. 45) gives a detailed description with ample bibliography.

18. See for example, Gupta 1962 pp. 285 ff. For the examples in Ram, see Vrat 1964.

19. Seeing that the word dtman gives occasion three times to non-sandhi in the Mundaka Upanisad, the

word might also have been considered as fairly independent of other words in a sentence. We do not

yet have sufficient examples, however, to reach any conclusion.

20. Later mss and especially the longer recension (RL) make every effort to avoid this non-sandhi. Cf.

also Renou I93I § 30.
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21. Bohtlingk 1889 p. 54 reports in Ram the same kind of usage, though much less frequent, of hi and tu.
See also Sen 1951.

Another means to avoid the concurrence of two vowels is the so called "sandhi consonant -m-".

It seems to me, however, that this phenomenon must be considered mainly from the morphological
point of view (see below 3.).

21a. More anciently in the Rgveda, however, saptarsi was scanned as saptarsi; see Arnold 1905, p. 73.

22. 18 examples of irregular sandhi are attested inthe SubaSi ms; see Nakatani 1988 §§ 83, 84, 85, 88.
23. A few examples are noted by Bemhard 1965 I § 6.1.

24. Only two examples in the Suba§i ms, vide Nakatani 1988 § 87.

25. See the very convenient pada index published by Franz Bemhard: Bemhard 1968 p. 184 and pp. 215-
216.

25a. On the close relationship between the two Buddhist cummunities, see Nakatani 1990, 1988 and 1984.

26. Based on the fact that the geographical and historical description of the Jambudvlpa found in the

Smrtyupasthana-sutra is similar to that found in the Ramayana, S. L6vi 1918 (p. 149) placed the
composition of this sutra between the 2nd century B. C. and the 1st century A. D. Yet, on the basis
of the doctorinal affinities with the Abhidharma'amrta Taisho no. 1553) of

Ghosaka, translated into Chinese in the third century, Mizuno 1967 (pp. 46-47) convincingly argues

for the 2nd century. A. D.

27. On thelinguistic details of the Dharmasamuccaya, see Ojihara-Nakatani 1981 pp. 42 ff.

28. Another example: 342a yajhe§a-m-ivdsanastho.

29. In most of these cases, the longer recension (RL) has a variant reading in classically correct form (as

marked by /RL in the list): e.g. 373a acdra^ ca for dcdrdni. If the RL has no variant, it probably

means that it considered the form to be correct: for example, mantrdni (809c), which is used, though

rarely, as a neuter noun even in classical Skt.

30. See for example, Pathak 1969 p. 123.

31. Concerning the progressive loss of these distinctions in Pali, Pkt, Middle and New Indo-Aryan and

Buddhist hybrid Skt, see respectively: Geiger 1916, Pischel 1900, Bloch 1965 and von Hiniiber 1986,

Edgerton 1953, Brough 1962 p. 113 ff, Nakatani 1988 § 81.

32. Thus to be read in place of KdlAndyuh as adopted by the Critial Edition. On the metre of this pdda,
see below 4.1.3.

33. On examples in other Puranas, see Pathak 1969 p. 123.

34. See Nakatani 1988 § 86.

35. Vide Bemhard 1968 p. 88 -m s.v. On the use in Buddhist texts in general, see Edgerton 1953

(BHSD) § 4.59.

36. See Ojihara-Nakatani 1981 pp. 43-44.

37. See Weber 1876 p. 335; Smith 1950 § 3.5; do. 1953 pp. 10-14; do. 1954 §§ 5, 6, 7; Nakatani 1988 §

105.

38. See Weber 1876 and Smith 1950; 1953; 1954 loc. cit; Nakatani 1988 § 106.

39. Ed. de Vreese: catasya. But read thus: "(We shall go to Naubandhana) to subjugate the wicked

one."

40. The second prohibition of Pihgala is in fact ignored by the Vrttaratndkara which proclaims only the

first restriction. The Brhatsarnhitd disregards both the two.

41. See Nakatani 1988 §§ 105, 106.

42. For example, resolution in the fifth syllable: sa vai bhiksur iti ucyate {Uddnavarga, ms SubaSi 515).

Resolution in the sixth syllable: yo atta-hetu para-hetu (pathya, Suttanipdta 122a). On resolution in

the verses of the MBh, see Jacobi 1896 pp. 51-52; on Pali examples, see Smith 1948 {Saddamti IV): §

8.1.3.11.~§ 8.1.3.14.; §8.1.3.15; §8.1.3.2; Norman 1969 §36; do. 1971 §60; Nakatani 1988 §104.

On Jaina examples, see Jacobi 1879 pp. 611-612.

43. On this phenomenon in Buddhist texts, see Norman 1969 § 50; do. 1971 § 74; Nakatani 1988 §§ 94,

95.
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44. In the margin of ms A, adhi-sthita- is corrected into ni-sthita-.

45. See Kantawaia 1962 p. 67 n. 5.

46. This is one of the places in which we observe the affinity of the NM with the first Khanda of VDh.

This fact may suggest that one of the sources of the NM was the first Khanda of the VDh (and not the

second or third Khanda).

47. On the evolution of Tristubh see Oldenberg 1915. See also Smith 1948 § 8.3; do 1950 § 8.3; do. 1954

§§ 2, 3.4; Nakatani 1988 §§ 107 ff; Norman 1969 §§ 26 ff; do. 1971 §§ 49 ff. See also, with

bibliography, Warder 1965 §§ 270 ff.

48. Alsdorf 1933 gave a full account of the Pratyaya method.

49. See in detail, Hahn 1982 pp. 4 ff.

50. See the detailed account of Alsdorf 1933 pp. 133 ff.
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